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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the error estimates involved in the solution of a discrete approximation of a quantum stochastic differential inclusion (QSDI). Our main results rely on certain
properties of the averaged modulus of continuity for multivalued sesquilinear forms associated
with QSDI. We obtained results concerning the estimates of the Hausdorff distance between the
set of solutions of the QSDI and the set of solutions of its discrete approximation. This extends
the results of Dontchev and Farkhi [6] concerning classical differential inclusions to the present
noncommutative quantum setting involving inclusions in certain locally convex space.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In continuation of our work in [3, 4] concerning numerical procedures for QSDI, this paper is
concerned with the development, analysis and error estimates involved in a one - step discrete
scheme for solving quantum stochastic differential inclusion :

dX{t)

6 E(t,X{t))d A* (t) + F(t,X(t))dAf(t) + G{t,X(t))dA+(t)
+ H(t,X(t))dt,

X(0)

almost all

t e [0,T],

= X°.

(1.1)

The coefficients E, F, G, H in (1.1) are elements of Lfoc([0,T] x A)mvs,

and the integrators

A,r, Af, A+ : [0,T] -¥ A are the gauge, annihilation and creation processes. The locally convex
space A is the completion of the linear space L+(E>®JE, It ® F(L^(]R+)))

in the Hausdorff

topology generated by the family of seminorms {||a;||^ = | < 77, x£ > \ : x G A, 77, £ G E>®JE}.
A solution X(t) of (1.1) is a densely defined linear operator lying in Ad(A)wac

(see [3, 4, 8, 9,

10] for details).
For arbitrary 77, £ 6 E)®JE, the equivalent form of (1.1) is the first order initial value nonclassical inclusion given by

ft

e P(t,X(t))(rj,0

X(0) = X°,
where (77,£) —>• P(t,X(t))(r),£)

almost all t € [0,T],

(1.2)

is a multivalued sesquilinear form on Et&E with values in the

field of complex numbers. The explicit form of the map P(t, x)(rj,£) is described as follows:
For (t,x) € M+ x A,

77,£ e EH&JE such that 77 = c <g> e(a),

^ = d <g> e(/?), c,d € E),

a,/3 6 L™loc(lR+), define

by
i^(*. ^ = t*ap(t)E(t, x) + vp(t)F(t, x) + aa(t)G(t, x) + H(t, x)
where
A*Q0(<) = < a(*),T(<))9(*) >7> ^ ( < ) = < f(t),P{t)

> 7 , a a ( t ) = < a(t),g(t)

>7 .

This leads to the multifunction P : [0,T] x A -> 2se$q(-1D^E'> defined by
:)fa,£) : = < V,P*p(t,x)£ > = {< r],Z(t,x)Z

>: Z(t,a?) € P ^ ( t , x ) } .

(1.3)

In what follows, we employ the basic function spaces, the set theoretic operations and the Hausdorff metric as in [3, 4, 8 - 10].
The plan for the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 contains preliminary statements and
basic results in respect of the modulus of continuity of multivalued sesquilinear forms associated
with QSDI (1.1). The main result of this paper concerning the error estimates of the discretized
inclusion is established in Section 3. This extends and compliments the results of reference [6]
concerning similar discretizations of classical differential inclusions.

2. PRELIMINARY STATEMENTS AND ESTIMATES
We present in this section, some notations, definitions and estimates which we will employ in
the sequel. Without loss of generality, we consider inclusion (1.1) and (1.2) defined only on the
interval [0,1] C M+. Any other interval [0, T], for T > 0 may be converted into [0,1] by an
appropriate regular transformation. In what follows, unless otherwise indicated, r), £ € JD®JE
such that 77 = c <g> e(a), £ = d® e(/3), c, d € E>, a, ft 6
ses

L™loc(R+).

JD 2E

Let P : [0, l ] x i - > 2 «( ^ ) be a multivalued sesquilinear form satisfying the following
conditions:
«S(j) For every x € A, i 6 [0,1], P(t,x)(r],€) is nonempty, compact and and convex subset
of W the complex field.
<S(ji) The map P(t,-)(ri,£) is locally Lipschitzian uniformly in t € [0,1], with Lipschitz constants KV£.
«S(i«) There exists positive constants L and A such that
\P(t,x){r,,£)\<L\\x\\rt + A
for all x e A, t€ [0,1] and for all 77, f e E>®E.
Here,
\P(t,x){r1,O\=

sup
{)

We note that the map t —>• P(t, x)(rj, £) is measurable in [0,1] for every fixed element x € A (see
[8]) since the map is locally integrable on IR+.
In our subsequent analysis, we shall need the following Theorem which is the basic existence
result of (1.1) due to reference [8].

Theorem 2.1. Let 9 be a positive number and I = [to,T] C M+. Assume that the following conditions hold.
(a) Z : i H> A is an arbitrary process lying in Ad(A)wac and there exists positive function
W^t)

satisfying

d (jt <v,z(t)£ >,P(t,z(t)(v,o) < w^(t).
(b) Each of the maps E,F,G,H
Qz,e = {(t,x)

is Lipschitzian from Qz,o to (C1OS(A),TH) where

eIxA:\\x-

(c) For a r b i t r a r y 77, £ G D&1E,

Z{t)\\^

< e,Vr),£

€ E>®E and | | z 0 - Z{to)\\ni

< 9).

tel,

Evdt) = Iko - Z(io)lkexp( f dsK^(s)) + /*daW^(a)exp( f drK^{r)).
Jto

Jto

Jto

If in addition, E, F, G, H are continuous from / x A to (clos(A), TH), then there exist a solution
$ of inclusion (1.1) and a subset 3 C / such that
\Mt)-Z(t)\\vi<E^(t),

t€J

and

for ahnost all t € J where J = {t € I : Ev^(t) < 6} and K^ : I i-> (0,00) is the Lipschitz
function for P lying in Ljoc(I).
Remark 2.2. (i) In this paper, we assume that the coefficients E,F,G,H
are Lipschitzian uniformly in t 6 [0,1].

appearing in (1.1)

Consequently, the map (t, x) —>• P(t, x)(r), x)(rj, £) is also Lipschitzian in x, uniformly in t 6 [0,1].
That is for (t,x), {t ,y) G [0,1] x A,
P(P(t,x)(v,0,

P(t',y)(v,O) < KttWx - vWvt-

(ii) By Theorem 2.1, the set of solutions of (1.1) is nonempty and the values of the solutions are
contained in the set
Q = Aexp(Kv^)B C0B,
where
B = {x e A : \\x\\v^ < 1, V 77, £ G D®E]
and 9 > 0 is some positive fixed number. This can be shown by setting Z(t) = 0 and Z(0) — X°
in Theorem 2.1. Then by S^

above,
d(0,

P(t,0)(V,O)<A.

Setting W^(t) = A in Theorem 2.1, we conclude that there exists a solution $ G .Ac?(.A)Ioac of
(1.1) such that

for all 77, f € D^iE. Obviously, J xQC QQfi.
Following a similar procedure as in [6], we now introduce the notion of the modulus of continuity for multivalued sesquilinear forms associated with QSDI. Consider a multivalued sesquilinear
form

such that F{t){r],£) is compact for all t € [0, l],r?, £ € ID®JE.
Definition 2.3. (i) The local modulus of continuity for F(-)(rj,£) is defined by
u,(F;t,h,r,,t)

=Snp{p(F(s)(r],0,

F(u){r,,0); s,u € [t - ~,t + £] f|[0,1]}-

(ii) The i p averaged modulus of continuity for -F(-)(??>£) is defined by

r(F;h)(ri,0P = {£[w(F;t,h,ri,£)?&}$,

1 < p < oo.

We note that the above modulus is well defined since the map

t-+u{F;t,h,ri,Z)
is measurable and bounded on [0,1]. For p = 1, we simply write

(iii) For 0 < ti < £2 < • • • < tk < 1> the p - variation of the map t —> F(t)(jy,^) is defined by

Consequent upon the definitions above, we have the following results whose proofs follow similar
arguments as in [6].
Theorem 2.4. (i) For h\ < h,2, we have

(ii) T(
where

the algebraic sum of two mulivalued sesquilinear forms
Fu F2 : [0,1] (iii) For any positive integer k,

(iv) If F has bounded p - variation WP(F; 77, £), then

(v) lim T(F; h) (77, £) = 0 if and only if the map t —>• Fit) (77, £) is Hausdorff continuous at almost
h-tO

all i e [0,1].
Next, we fix a partition 0 < ti < t2 • • • t^ = 1 of the interval [0,1] where U+i —ti = h = ^ and
define the averaged modulus of continuity for the map (t, x) —> P(t,x)(ri,£). This is needed for
the comparison of the set of solutions of (1.1) with the set of solutions of the associated discrete
inclusion

AQ

(2.1)

— A , t — U, 1 • • • TV — 1.

In (2.1), {Xi}f=0 is a discrete set of members of A that approximates {X(ti)}, X{t) being
an exact solution of (1.1). By Theorem 6.3 in [8], inclusion (2.1) is equivalent to the discrete
inclusion given by
n

(s) + F(thXi)dAf(s)

+G(ti,Xi)dA+(a)
for approximating QSDI (1.1) in the space A.
Definition 2.5. For fixed x € Q, t 6 [0,1], we adopt the following notations and definitions as in [6].

(i) u(P;t,x,h,ri,$) =
r

h

h

where p(-, •) is t n e Hausdorff metric on 2^.
(ii) Define the map
ft(P;-,M,0

:=sup{w(P;-,a;,/»,i7,0, x € Q}.

Then, the map £ -* Q(P;t,h,rj,£) is measurable, bounded and therefore integrable on [0,1].
(iii) The averaged modulus of continuity for the map P is defined by

r{P;h){ri,0 = t' a(P;t,h,V,Odt.
Jo
We remark here that Theorem 2.4 (i) - (v) hold for the map P(t, x)(r), £) appearing in (1.2)
provided that in (iv), P{-,x)(rj,£) has bounded p - variation uniformly in x 6 Q C .4, and in
(v), P(-,x)(r7,^) is Hausdorff continuous almost everywhere in [0,1] uniformly in x G Q.

3. ERROR ESTIMATES
This section is devoted to the establishment of error estimates involved in solving the discretized inclusion (2.1) in place of (1.2). In what follows, let rj, £ G K)§yE be arbitrary such that
r] = c(8) e(a), £ = d® e(/3), c,d € E), a, fi € L^(^ + ). In solving the discretized inclusion (2.1),
one may choose Xn^i+i :—< rj,Xi+i£ > arbitrarily from the right hand side of (2.1). However,
we employ a definite approach which ensures that these solutions possess certain properties. To
this end, we introduce the notion of Lipschitzian quantum stochastic processes.
Definition 3.1. A stochastic process X : [0,1] —> A will be said to be Lipschitzian on [0,1] if
there exist constants L^ > 0 such that
\\X(h) - X(t2)\\vs < L^lh - t2\, V<!, t2 e [0,1].
We remark that the set of such processes denoted by L(A), is not empty.
The annihilation process A : [0,1] —>• A given by

J0

(3.1)

satisfies, for t\, t2 £ [0,1],
\\A(h) -

< \<v,Z>\\

I' P{s)ds
Jt2

where
= sup|/3(s)|, L ^ = Af|
[0,1]

Let X e £(-A) fl i4.d(^4)toac- We construct the solution Xh of the discrete inclusion (2.1) as follows:
% = X° and for t = 0,1,2 • • • N - 1,

Xi){r),€)),

(3.2)

where proj (a, A) is the unique element of A closest to the element a € W. The existence and
uniqueness of proj (a, A) are assured by the convexity and compactness of A C.W. Consequently,
we have the following results.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that the map (t,x) —> P(t,x)(rj,£) appearing in (1.2) satisfies the
conditions S^ — <%„)• Then there exists constant C = C(r],£) > 0 such that for all N > 2,

< C [\\X(0) - X°\\^

Proof.

We first show that for any integrable sesquilinear form valued map / : [a,b] ->

sesqiJD&E) and any compact and convex set ACW,

,Odt, (b-a)A\ < f'd(f(t)(r,,Z), A)dt.
Since
€
then

.»-M)S|/

(b-a)A,

(3.3)

[

,Z), A)dt.

a

Also, for any compact subsets A, B of (E, y € (B, we shall employ the well known inequality:
d(y, A)<d(y, B)+p{A, B).

(3.4)

Next, for i = 1,2 • • • N, we employ the notation

Cj^ := d
Using (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain
AT

N

d

/ (^
d
(I
+p (P(t,X(t))(rj,O,

P(«i_ 1 ,X(< i _ 1 ))(f 7 ,0)] *

(3.5)

:i
The last term in (3.6) satisfies
(,())(V,O,
£ [l+1pp (P(t,X(t))(
V,O,

(iu(iiM,,O)

dt

^E
E I***
1 = 1 •'*<

< V /

p(P(«,X(i))(7?,^), P(*t,X(ti)){»7,f)) A

Consequently, from (3.6),
N
•n£,j < / d f -^ < T),X(t)£ > ,
i=l

(3.6)

),

(3.7)

where K^, LV£ are the Lipschitz constants for the map P(t, -){r],£) and the process X respectively.
Next, we define D^{ by

X{ti)t >, < V,Xi-iS > +hP(U-i,X^i){v,O)

, * = 1,2 • • • AT.

Again, by inequality (3.4),

+hP(U-i,X(U-i))(v,O)

< C^,i + (1 +

^

But by (3.2), the construction of solution X ^ - of the discrete inclusion (2.1) satisfies

Therefore, setting

we have
D^i < C^ + (1 + hKtf)Dkt,-_!,

t = 1,2 • • • AT.

By the discrete version of the well known Gronwall inequality (see Dontchev and Farhki [6], for
example) we get

Hence, by (3.7), the conclusion of Proposition (3.2) follows from the last inequality, where the
constant C =
Remark 3.3. If the quantum stochastic process X is a solution of (1.2), then
\\X(0)-X°||^ = 0, d^<7y,X(tK>, P(t,X(t))(V,0) =0,
for almost all t € [0,1]. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.3 (iv),

10

where W(P;r],£) is the variation of the map P introduced in Definition 2.2. In particular, if
P(-,x)(?7,£) has a bounded variation uniformly in x G Q, then r(.P;/i)(?7,£) = 0{h). Consequently, Proposition 3.2 yields

\\X{U) - X%z < eK« [1 + W(P- v, £)] h.

The main result of this paper depends partially on the next lemma. To this end, we introduce
the following notation.

:= sM\P{ti,X?){ri,Z)\

: X% = {X^}

solves (2.1), tt € [0,1]}.

(3.8)

Lemma 3.4. Let R^^ satisfy (3.8). Then for every solution
X% := {X%it =< T?, X?Z >, i = 0,1,2 • • • N}
of (2.1), there exists a solution $(•) of (1.1) such that
- X?H^ < e x p ( ^ ) ( ^ ^ ^

+ r ( P ; /I)(T7, 0 ) •

(3-9)

Proof. Let a stochastic process YN : [0,1] -* Abe defined as follows:

The associated piecewise linear matrix element Yjc(t) :=< rj, YN(t)£ > is given by

%w - Xfa) ,
where {X^}

is a set of grid solutions of (2.1). Clearly, YN

€

(3.10)

Ad{A)wac-

By construction we have

|

\

^

xCMt).

Next, we estimate

By inequality (3.4),

N
+P(P(t,YN(t))(r
],4),

11

P{t,

(3.11)

d (!*#(*), P&X?)(r?,0)

+ Krt\Y${t) - X^\

(3.12)

The last inequality follows from (3.8) and (3.10). Again, by employing (3.11) and (3.4), we
have

Applying Theorem 2.1 by setting
Wtf(t) = i ^ i ^ / i + «(P; i, 2/i, r;, 0,
we conclude that there exists a solution $(•) of (1.1) satisfying inequality (3.9).
Next, we present our main result. To this end, we introduce the following sets of vectors in
the spaced" 1 " 1 .
Denote by S(X°) the subset of Ad(A)wac consisting of the trajectory bundle of (1.1). Then, we
define the following sets.
RN(X°)(rj,0 := {$* = (^(U), i = 0,1,2 - • • N),
such that
DN(X°)(rj,0

S(X0)}.

$(•) e

:= {X% = (X^,

i = 0,1,2 • • • N),

such that X^ is a solution of the discretized inclusion (2.1)}
For Z7, V £ (EN+l, we employ the maximum norm
\U-V\:=

max \Ut - V{\
0<i<N

and the associated Hausdorff metric pon2 ffl
Consequently, the following theorem has been established by the combination of Proposition 3.2
and Lemma 3.4.
Theorem 3.5. Assume that the QSDI (1.2) satisfies conditions S^ ~ S^uy Then there exist
positive constants depending only on 77, £ such that
p(RN(X°)(rj,O,

DN(X°)(r),0)
12

<C[T(P;h)(r,,O + h],

(3.13)

for all N > 2.
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